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Snow powder

Pin vice

Boxwood18 Tree

Light bulb 2.5V

Socket

2 E

1 A

Battery box cover

ON
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* Please limit the lighting up to 10 minutes per time.
DO NOT leave the light on for more than 10 minutes.

Hemp line
End surface

* Cut the cord of each
edges and paste on
the both ends.

Hemp cord

●

Ridge

* Twist them securely and wrap with
plastic tape or Sellotape.

Wrap with
vinyl tape

Lead wire from the battery boxLead wire from
the light bulb

The light bulb contained is just a sample.
Please buy 2.5V-0.3A for a replacement.
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Decoration base (short)

Decoration base (short)

Paste the yellow ochre powder onto the floor plate.
Spread the bond thinly on the floor and sprinkle the ochre powder.

Decoration base

Paste the pinch of snow powder on the trees.

Connect the lead wires of the
light bulb and the battery box.

Put 2 AA batteries, assemble the battery
box cover and place it over.

Attach the trees onto any desired places.

Make 1.5mm holes on the floor plate in advance.
(Use a pin vice.)

Decoration base (long)

6

13Battery box

The background back side

Fix with tape to
prevent falling off.

Attach the decoration base onto
the frames of the base.

Align the center.

Align the back sides.

No need to paste on the back side.

Snow powder

Yellow ochre powder

Insert the bottom part of socket into the round hole

Assemble and attach the fence.
You can fix it on any location
you would like.

Align the
back ends.
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Decoration
frame
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Fix the light bulb.
* DO NOT paste.

Make slits on the thatched roof at
about 12mm intervals from
the bottom to the top. 

Lightly sand the bottom ends of those slits with sandpaper
to fluff the surface.
This tip is to add the natural texture of a thatched roof.

Insert the round bars through the holes of roof panels with aligning them out
equally to the right and left sides. Then adhere those parts.
(Make several holes slightly bigger than the round bars from
the backside with a toothpick or an eyeleteer in advance.)

Make the hemp lines under the roof tidy following
the roof plate by cutting the exceeded parts of them.

Paste the hemp cord with coiling.
Paste the ridge onto the center of the roof.

Dilute woodworking bond by 1:2 to 3, and apply it with a brush on the roof where you want to put snow.
Pinch the snow powders with fingers and press them on the roof to paste.

Paste the assembled house to the wall.

< Attach the thatched roof: 2 >

< Finish the roof >

< Attach the decoration base >

< Attach the trees >

< Attach the battery box >

< Attach the light bulb >
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